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JUMPSUIT DUSTY ROSE & BEANIE ROSE STRIPE

Remember when staying warm meant itchy and scratchy? 
Regular wool fibres are bulky, irritate your skin and are  

difficult to wash and keep in shape.

RIB TOP & RIB LEGGINGS GREY MARLE

We all want our children to be safe and feel secure. 
It’s natural to want to wrap them up in a cocoon of 

comfort and confidence. 

love
merino



It’s not often children’s practical warm inner-layers 
get singled out by the curators of luxury cool. 

 

WE’VE MADE SOME VERY STYLISH NEW FRIENDS

Selected “Top of Class” in Tatler’s Parents Guide Oct 16 

Chosen as “Tatler’s Trendiest Tots” June 16

Picked as Glamour UK’s Little Angels Oct 16 

Hand-picked as “Coco Loves” in House of Coco Vol 7

RIB TOP DUSTY ROSE



simply perfect

Roots & Wings is a unique boutique range of luxurious yet  
easy-care garments for babies & young children. All made from 

the finest quality organic merino by skilled New Zealand artisans.

The purest New Zealand 
merino meets simple 

Danish design

JUMPSUIT NORTH SEA STRIPE



LEFT TO RIGHT: JUMPSUIT NORTH SEA STRIPE, RIB TOP GREY MARLE, RIB BABY VEST & DRAWSTRING PANTS GREY MARLE, RIB TOP NORTH SEA BLUE OPPOSITE: BLANKET WRAP ROSE STRIPE & RIB LEGGINGS DUSTY ROSE

MERINO IS NEW ZEALAND’S BEST-KEPT SECRET 

We discovered super-fine merino wool after moving to New Zealand a few years ago 
and quickly fell in love with the softness and durability of this amazing natural fibre.

New Zealand parents absolutely love merino. It didn’t take long for us to become total  
converts too - impressed by merino’s unique feel and incredible natural properties. 

 Our young children virtually live in their merino clothing. They wear it both inside  
and outside. They sleep in merino, play in merino and thrive in merino.

who knew?

“I thought there were  
no treasures still to be  
discovered until I travelled 
to the other end of the world 
and saw these healthy,  
happy merino sheep and 
their incredible wool”
STINE SMITH, FOUNDER & MOTHER OF THREE BOYS



THERE’S NOTHING QUITE LIKE IT

Merino is a miracle fibre, perfected by nature over millions of years.

It’s the super-fine fleece that keeps merino sheep warm and dry, comfortable 
and cool through harsh high-country winters and scorching hot summers.

New Zealand is home to the world’s whitest, finest merino flocks and we are 
fortunate to be able to source the very best of their fleece for our garments.

OPPOSITE: BODYSUIT NORTH SEA BLUE & DRAWSTRING PANTS NORTH SEA STRIPE ABOVE: BODYSUIT & DRAWSTRING PANTS ROSE STRIPE

the genius of mother nature

alpine roaming, 
soft-as-a-cloud 
sheep are the 
source of our  

organic merino



HIM: DRAWSTRING PANTS & BODYSUIT GREY MARLE. HER: RIB TOP & RIB LEGGINGS GREY MARLE

These designs are then brought to life by talented craftspeople who are 
quite obsessive about the quality of their handiwork. It sure shows.

Roots & Wings garments are designed with typical 
Danish focus on form and function and quality detail.

the 
softest 
touch



trust us to do the right 
thing by everyone

Our merino is sourced from certified organic New Zealand farms  
where the merino sheep roam free, doing what sheep do, thinking  

sheepy thoughts and enjoying their life in paradise.

Once a year, they are happy to have their heavy fleeces shorn.  
And every year, they grow it back again - luckily for all of us.

We back nature by ensuring every step of the Roots & Wings  
journey from sheep to store is chemical-free, low-impact  

and as eco-friendly as possible. 

(no planet is harmed in the making of our garments)

purest of the pure
Our Natural Series is made for babies and children with ultra- 
sensitive skin. There are no dyes used in making the garments 

- the only colour is the natural colour of the merino fleece. 

We think it’s simply perfect the way nature intended.

BODYSUIT NATURAL

trust
roots &
wings



BEAUTIFUL TO LOOK AT AS WELL AS TO WEAR LUXURIOUSLY SOFT YET DURABLE

DRAWSTRING PANTS & BODYSUIT GREY MARLE BODYSUIT DUSTY ROSE & DRAWSTRING PANTS ROSE STRIPE



roots to grow

BABIES WILL LOVE WEARING ROOTS & WINGS MERINO 

Wear it as a soft & snug inner layer or on its own. 
Wear it when travelling by bike, car, train or plane. 

Wear it for better sleep.  
Wear it when moving from inside to outside. 

Wear it when moving from the cold to somewhere warm.

Wear it and stop worrying about your baby being too cold, 
too warm, too clammy or uncomfortable. 

LEFT TO RIGHT: BODYSUIT & DRAWSTRING PANTS DUSTY ROSE, BEANIE ROSE STRIPE & JUMPSUIT DUSTY ROSE, JUMPSUIT NORTH SEA STRIPE, BODYSUIT ROSE STRIPE & DRAWSTRING PANTS DUSTY ROSE 
OPPOSITE: BODYSUIT NORTH SEA STRIPE

they’ll be happy and cosy wherever they are



KIDS LOVE WEARING ROOTS & WINGS MERINO

They’ll love it when they’re playing outside.  
They’ll love it when they’re climbing trees or splashing in puddles.  

They’ll love it when they’re playing in the snow or kicking a football. 

They’ll love it because it keeps them warm when it’s cold, cool when it’s hot.  
They’ll love it lounging around inside because it’s cosy and soft, never  

cold and clammy, and it lets their skin breathe. 

They’ll love it as an extra layer because it’s not bulky and lets them move freely.

ABOVE: RIB TOP GREY MARLE OPPOSITE: RIB TOP & LEGGINGS GREY MARLE 

wings to fly
“Worn by my children every 

day, their merino gets pulled, 
stretched & dirtied then thrown 

into the wash & the dryer”



FOR BABIES, KIDS & PARENTS

The older kids will also love the way Roots & Wings matches their growing 
sense of style and looks great layered under their favourite outfit.

You’ll love the way it makes a parent’s job easier - durable enough  
to handle some pretty tough play and yet still easy to wash and dry. 

And by easy, we mean throw-it-in-the-washing-machine-and-tumble-dry easy.

THIS PAGE LEFT TO RIGHT: RIB TOP GREY MARLE & RIB TOP & LEGGINGS DUSTY ROSE , RIB TOP GREY MARLE, RIB TOP & RIB LEGGINGS GREY MARLE, RIB TOP DUSTY ROSE OPPOSITE: RIB TOP & RIB LEGGINGS DUSTY ROSE

the soft, natural 
colours of the 

merino wool go 
with anything, 

anywhere

there’s a lot to love



NATURE’S TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER 

Merino naturally ‘breathes’, moving moisture back into the air and regulating body 
temperature - keeping little bodies warm when it’s cold, and cool when it’s hot. 

Unlike ordinary wool, merino doesn’t itch or irritate the skin, even when wet.  
But when it is wet, merino keeps the wearer’s delicate skin warm.

nice work nature!

ABOVE LEFT TO RIGHT: RIB TOP DUSTY ROSE, BODYSUIT NORTH SEA BLUE & DRAWSTRING PANT NORTH SEA STRIPE, RIB TOP GREY MARLE, RIB TOP NORTH SEA BLUE & GREY MARLE. OPPOSITE: BODYSUIT NORTH SEA STRIPE

 “I simply love it! 
When putting my 

baby boy in his 
jumpsuit I feel I’m  

giving him the very 
best in the world.”



MORE THINGS TO LOVE ABOUT MERINO

•  No bulky Grandma knitting here! Merino is 1/10th the thickness  
of a human hair.

•  Merino keeps its shape. A merino fibre can bend back and forth  
30,000 times without breaking (Silk will give up at 5000).

•  It can take whatever pull or stretch children give it. A merino  
fibre can stretch up to 30% and then spring back to normal. 

•  Don’t worry about minor spills or rain. Merino can absorb up  
to 35% of its weight in water without feeling damp. The fibre  
also has a natural waxy coating that repels liquid - water  
droplets on the surface tend to roll off instead of soaking in.

•  Dust mites don’t like merino at all. This makes our garments  
ideal for children with allergies or asthma.

•  You can wash it like it’s cotton or hang it in the air to self-cleanse.  
Smells and minor stains will not stay for long. Magic.

•  When you do wash it, you can use the machine and then hang  
to dry - or use the tumble drier on a busy day.

•  Merino wool has natural anti-bacterial properties.

•  We know all our merino sheep by name. No, not really, but  
there’s only 1000 of them so we’re working on it!)

LEFT TO RIGHT: RIB TOP & PANTS IN GREY MARLE, DUSTY ROSE & NORTH SEA BLUE

IT’S GOOD TO BE TALKED ABOUT

From magazines like Tatler UK and Glamour to switched on bloggers 
around the world, people are saying nice things about Roots & Wings. 

We like this a lot.

“ It has been on since the start  
of December every night and  

occasionally also during daytime 
- washed every second day and 

it is still soft and in shape! 

I never do these ratings -  
but this top deserves 5 stars” 

JULIE, MUM OF 3

ooooo

“The merino is without comparison 
and hands downs the best quality 
and softest I’ve ever put on my 
children. It is finer and thinner  

than regular wool, but it’s actually 
superior at keeping the warmth  
and ensures that they’ve got a 

good core temperature.”
BLOGGER @OSTFRONTEN

“The girls wore it all day Saturday on 
the weekend and wanted to sleep in 
it too. WE ARE CRAZY ABOUT IT. 
Now the question is, will it come in 

our size soon?”

“...these products where you don’t 
believe your own eyes and hands  

(that are feeling the product)”
BLOGGER @ FARTILFIREPIGER

“Rarely have I tried a better 
quality and material.”

BLOGGER @ FARTILFIREPIGER



Buy your Roots & Wings merino at www.rootswings.dk and 

on selected baby websites and retailers throughout Europe.  

If you’d like more specific directions please get in touch with 

us personally and we’ll point you to the right place.

WE’RE ALWAYS HAPPY TO SHARE THE MERINO LOVE
#rootswingsmerino

rootswingsmerino.dk 

info@rootswings.dk

rootswingsmerino

@rootswingsmerino

RWmerino

RWmerino


